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Abstract: Intelligent, comprehensive and, above all, secure wireless interconnection is the driving force behind technological progress. To ensure this, the development towards Sixth Generation (6G) Wireless Systems has been launched and is scheduled to be operational by 2030. This data technology of the future turns 6G into the infrastructure of a new generation of mobile, intelligent, and context-sensitive services, available everywhere and featuring high trustworthiness and performance, relying on both, network-side and off-network context sources. In addition, the networks themselves ought to become intelligent and thus more efficient and resource-saving, which requires a high degree of automated utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Building upon the principles of information and communication theory for both the physical (bit)-transmission layer (PHY) and media access, new communication concepts for 6G will be developed providing the foundations for research into new single and multi-user operation, access and core networks.

The flip side of this coin of opportunities: Sophisticated technology inevitably leads to additional security vulnerabilities, open access systems and Open-Radio Access Network (O-RAN) approaches imply new attack vectors. The holistic interconnection of everything renders it ever more attractive to attackers to harm systems, and create damage. Furthermore, enhanced computational power along with quantum computers make conventional systems more vulnerable than ever, and the value of the transmitted data increases tremendously: It is not only machine and sensor data, but also very personal and healthcare data transmitted with 6G.

Therefore, the aim is to build a resilient and secure 6G system capable of recognizing attacks and uncertainties, flexibly absorbing them, recovering in a timely and sustainable manner, and compensating for impaired functionality through transformation. This holistic resilience-by-design approach is based, among other things, on technology such as Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) and Post Quantum-Crypto to achieve end-to-end security, Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RISs) to rely, control and manipulate the wireless transmission channel, Wireless Optical Communication (WOC), Physical Layer Security (PhySec), but also Body Area Networks (BANs), the integration of the human body relying on biometrics and the Tactile Internet (TI). These concepts will be discussed and shed light on in the scope of this work.
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1. The Next Generation Mobile Network: The Sixth Generation

The level of interconnection is continuing apace: While wired connectivity has been the standard in many areas, ranging from private applications to complex industrial networks, just a few years ago, a trend towards wireless connectivity is rapidly developing. Above all, the advantages of scalability (no need for cumbersome new cables as components are added), flexibility (no restriction on location), and cost efficiency (connectors and cables are expensive) speed up the process even more. And even if there is already a broad portfolio of technologies and standards, like Long Range Wide Area Networks (LoRaWAN), ZigBee, Industrial Radio and IEEE 802.11ax Wireless LAN -with the push to the 6GHz frequency range-, each associated with different advantages and disadvantages, (cellular) mobile radio is shifting into the scientific spotlight: Although the Fifth Generation (5G) Wireless System is currently in the global roll-out phase there are strong arguments for already considering its successor. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU), for instance, estimated that the total number of Mobile Broadband (MBB) subscribers worldwide will reach 17.01 billion by 2023 and Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
terminals will cross the 100 billion threshold within this time frame (International Telecommunication Union, 2015). Alongside the mere number of devices, the requirements for the technology are rising as well: disruptive innovations such as Holographic-Type Communications (HTC), Augmented- and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) towards an (industrial) metaverse, (Medical) Digital Twins (iM)DTs, Tactile Internet (TI) and a ubiquitously global connectivity are (over)demanding the existing infrastructure. Nevertheless, there is currently no single technology which can meet the whole range of requirements. Instead, contrary to this, and among other things, this is the key aspect during the development of 6G. Different technologies are considered as “6G enabling technologies”: heterogeneous Radio Access Technology (RAT) and Open – Radio Access Networks (O-RANs) should provide flexibility, virtualization and intelligence while defining disaggregation and openness; the available and feasible spectrum will include mmWave and (sub)Terahertz (THz) ranges, including the spectrum of visible light as well as the dynamic management of the spectrum; Wireless Optical Communication (WOC) and Visible Light Communication (VLC) shall enable applications such as “data kiosks” and indoor communication unaffected by Radio Frequency (RF) interference; Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces (RISs), Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces (IRSs) and meta materials in general, shall be capable of controlling the wireless channel and its properties and of steering and relaying electromagnetic waves in the sense of sustainability and GreenICT as passive but controllable elements; Joint Communication And Sensing (JCAS) will enable a symbiosis between mobile communication and mobile sensing, allowing robots and Extended Reality (XR) applications to scan and perceive their environment (in indoor and outdoor environments); methods of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will have a huge impact, not simply because a core concept will be distributed computing, processing, and putting AI in the edge, but also because AI will be integrated into the air interfaces and applied as the basis for signal detection, synchronisation, channel estimation, equalisation, as well as modulation and coding. And all of these technological enablers, whose interconnections are highlighted in Figure 1, will have a direct impact on the security of the systems, the selection of appropriate security applications and the implementation of security measures.

The overall necessity for secure applications, as well as a general perspective, is described in Section 2. Based on this, the enabling technologies mentioned are specified in more detail in Section 3. These are evaluated, discussed and set in relationship to each other in Section 4, afterwards, Section 5 concludes the work and gives an outlook.

Figure 1: 6G as an enabler for the interconnection of the future of everyday life. In addition to increased availability, one of the design goals is to integrate “intelligence” into the edge and to incorporate the methods of artificial intelligence more effectively. This is achieved through a set of enabling technologies, including Wireless Optical Communication, Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces, Ultra-Massive MIMO and the usage of higher frequency ranges compared to the past.
2. Security of the Sixth Generation: A General Perspective

The demand for security and reliability is certainly as old as humanity itself: Potential threats emanating from strangers require detection and appropriate assessment; Trust has to be established, maintained and extended over time; Access and disclosure of information to untrustworthy persons shall be restricted. This is nothing particularly new, however, with increasing globalisation, the interconnection of everything with each other and the possibility of remote access from anywhere, the need for technological is increasing further. In addition, the development of the Sixth Generation Wireless Systems is oriented towards the infrastructure: the focus should be on people, and services and “intelligence” should be decentralized and brought to the edge and to the applications. This is accompanied by a particular need for security and privacy, especially if sensitive and personal information is transferred.

Already during the development of the previous version, the Fifth Generation (5G) mobile radio, self-optimisation, self-healing and self-configuration of the network had been one of the design criteria. This aspect is taken into account and extended towards a resilient infrastructure, which is covering the holistic cyber-resilience lifecycle including the detection of anomalies and threats, appropriate deception technology - to mislead, distract and gather (attack) information from the attacker -, but also mitigation and defensive applications as well as active encryption and recovery methods.

In addition, methods of Artificial Intelligence will be integrated into all parts of the processing stack. As AI is another enabling technology, and of pervasive and of pivotal relevance, trusted AI (Cohen, et al., 2019), trustworthy AI (Kaur, et al., 2022) and Machine Learning (ML) (Porambage, et al., 2021) addressing the privacy and security of the systems (Ma, et al., 2022), will be a crucial issue, also in terms of the acceptance of a wide range of people in the use of 6G and AI in general. The decentralisation of resources and the associated approach of integrating intelligence into the edge is achieved by methods of federated learning, secured, for instance, by Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) (Sanon, et al., 2023).

Based on Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) approaches to achieve integrity and authenticity of the entities involved (Lipps, et al., 2019), Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs), Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) and flexible trust anchors (Ziegler, et al., 2021) will be taken into account to harden the multi-stakeholder environments against the multitude of potential attacker scenarios and -vectors.

Besides the general concepts, there are a number of key enabling technologies which in turn can have an individual impact on the security of the system.

3. Enabling the Sixth Generation: Technologies and their Security Implications

Starting in 2020, the development of Sixth Generation mobile communications is currently gaining momentum in Europe (Jiang, et al., 2021). Thereby, a decisive design feature is the integration and diversification of different technological approaches, so-called key enabling technologies: Due to the variety of requirements placed on the future infrastructure, there is no one-size-fits-all solution, but rather a conglomerate of these technologies deliberately intended to operate together and interact with each other.

3.1 (Sub) Terahertz Communication

One aspect of the 6G discussion is the use of higher frequency ranges in the Terahertz spectrum from 95 GHz up to 10 THz (Singh & Sicker, 2020), for which there are a number of relevant reasons to take a closer look: For numerous use cases such as Wireless Sensor Networks & Wireless Body Area Networks (BANs), (Unmanned) Aerial Vehicles ((U)AVs), Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), Holographic-Type Communications (HTC) and application in the medical sector, this frequency range is considered particularly advantageous (Lipps, et al., 2021). One reason therefore is the reduced interference with the common spectrum which would unload the data traffic of these frequencies (Singh & Sicker, 2020). Furthermore, due to the huge potentially applicable frequency band, it is considered as an enabler for Ultra-high throughput applications. Applications like Tactile Internet, Extremely Dense Networks (EDN)s & Internet of Things (IoT) will benefit therefrom.

However, the shift to higher frequencies is also of relevance particularly in terms of security: Vulnerabilities of commonly used spectrum related to False Base Station-, Man-in-the Middle (MitM)-, and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, as well as user impersonation and eavesdropping could be remedied significantly. A lower coverage and lower penetration power renders the system inherently more secure, as, for instance, Non-Line-of-Sight (N-LoS) attacks can be blocked and mitigated by performing enhanced beamforming and smart shielding. The higher
energy radiation -in comparison to the common spectrum-, has a lower penetration depth into different materials which leads to fast absorption in N-LoS situations. Besides, systems working in the scope of anti-jamming could be enhanced: Due to the large frequency range of the THz-Spectrum, the approach of Frequency Hopping (FH) for anti-jamming could be extended. The aspect of enhanced beamforming adds an extra level of security against jammers; attackers would have to perfectly align to the signal which is a almost impossible task, due to the complex technology needed to achieve this in an undetected manner (Singh & Sicker, 2020).

3.2 Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces

Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces are another emerging topic in the context of the new generation wireless communications. Building up of several, commonly passive, antennas elements these “man-made surfaces” (Pan, et al., 2021) are capable of manipulating the reflecting characteristics of electromagnetic waves. To achieve this, such surfaces consist of a multitude of sub-wavelength wide elements each of which independently controllable and adjustable. Specific modification of the characteristic enables an impinging wave signal to be reflected in the desired direction.

These attributed features of being able to manipulate a channel have a direct influence on security, therefore Lipps et al. (2022) specified conceivable scenarios in which RIS can be used to increase this security: i) RIS-enabled beamforming and -splitting, which can mitigate the risk of eavesdropping through the possibility of steered communication towards legitimate users. Besides, tighter beams up to pencil-sharp beamforming can chance the overall properties of a radio link from a broadcast medium to a targeted communication. ii) RIS-based Anti-jamming, whereby the mentioned broadcast characteristic renders the system in general vulnerable to conscious and unconscious interferences, and RISs can help by destructive and constructive superimposition of signals, as well as by phase-shifting the reflected signals; iii) RIS-manipulated channel-profiles, which are the basis for Physical Layer Security (PhySec) Secret Key Generation (SKG) and whose key derivation can be enhanced by additionally introduced entropy, thereby increasing security; iv) RIS-individual fingerprints, where, based on the principle of Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs). It can be assumed that each RIS exhibits a hardware-based individual fingerprint and thus characteristic properties which can be measured and included as a security feature, and v) RIS-supported additional context information, which, similar to unintentional fingerprinting, can also be actively and consciously used as an additional context.

Besides, the combination of RISs with other technologies such as VLC is a conceivable approach to enable the combined potential of both. Rüb et al. (2022) are discussing some of the benefits regarding the use of laser-based VLC with RIS and are describing approaches towards the security of a VLC system.

3.3 Wireless Optical Communications

With increasing interconnectivity there is a rising number of devices communicating with each other. As the available Radio Frequencies spectrum is limited, this will cause major challenges in the future. Besides the shift of higher THz frequency ranges, the consideration of Optical Wireless Communication is discussed.

This form of communication uses the broad unregulated optical spectrum, which is sub-divided into Infrared, Visible Light and Ultraviolet, each giving rise to different implementations for high-speed wireless communication. Furthermore, for OWC, in contrast to RF, the interference problem does not arise. Current research on OWC focuses on establishing a connection with a sufficiently high data rate (an overview of recently achieved data rates is given in (Elgala, et al., 2011)) while at the same time ensuring the security of the transmission.

At first glance OWC seems to provide a higher level of security due to the transmission being limited by walls and obstacles. Yet the low cost and limited computing power of many devices renders them unsuitable for standard cryptographic approaches (Anon., 2019). Since OWC differs fundamentally from other wireless networks different approaches need to be followed to ensure secure transmission. One method tries to adapt different modulation schemes to bring a positive benefit to the security of the system. Recently Panayirci et al. (2020) apply the Spatial modulation technique, which reduces inter-channel interference, together with a novel spatial constellation design technique aimed at enhancing the physical layer security. Furthermore, it turns out that OWC is vulnerable to integrity attacks. Soderi and De Nicola (2021) show that the Watermark Blind Physical Layer Security (WBPLSec) algorithm, a combination of watermarking and jamming, can be used to ensure secure communication against these attacks. These recent approaches are promising, but they only consider single security aspects. To find a general solution for the security of OWC further research is required.
3.4 Localisation & Sensing

Robots and (U)AVs are just one aspect of future technologies expected to be a part of our everyday life. As by now autonomous driving vehicles can already be seen on the streets. Mobile working robots and vehicles should record their 3D surrounding, which mostly is done using radar, camera, or spectroscopy systems. To meet the demand for accuracy in sensing and supported data rates of up to 100 Gb/s the idea is to combine both, communication and sensing together into a joint system and frequency spectrum (Fettweis et al., 2021). The mobile spectrum itself will barely support needed data rates with the common frequency spectrum, on the other hand, mobile resources for broadband communication are only rarely needed at the same time for mobile sensing. JCA&S is the integration of both, communication and localization sensor technology in one common system. Fang et al. (2022) pointed out, that regarding security there is a conflict of interest between those topics as the sensing part needs to interact strongly with the environment which increases the risk of eavesdropping on the communication. Additionally, they highlight the risk of sensing targets being malicious, as in contrast to communication they are not checked for legitimacy.

Another issue is the information leakage that could occur between the two activities. Günlü et al. (2022) investigate several modelling approaches for the complex interplay of sensing performance and secrecy performance which are both evaluated based on the signal strength at the sensed target, which could be malicious. In general, a convincing security solution to address the above-mentioned issues requires more future investigations.

3.5 Link Integrity Monitoring and Anomaly Detection

Integrity monitoring comprises the regular review of available information regarding correctness and origin. This is an important concept in a variety of applications, like position parameters of vehicles in the scope of self-driving cars and sensor data in IoT networks, for example, in agriculture scenarios. Link integrity monitoring of wireless communication refers to the question if an established link is originated by a legitimate source or a malicious third party. For upcoming wireless networks, it is necessary to evaluate, if it could be possible to transfer existing concepts of integrity monitoring with methods of AI onto the specific use-case of link integrity monitoring in wireless networks.

Furthermore, integrity monitoring is closely related to anomaly detection, as non-legitimate sources will stand out for example in their high-level parameters (data rate, time of connection, reception angle) or the content of information. With the dynamic adaption of attackers and the expected high density of IoT devices, state-of-the-art solutions for Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are no longer sufficient (Oleiwi, et al., 2022). Recent works have applied new combinations of different AI approaches including data preparation and feature extraction with classic machine learning algorithms (Mittal, et al., 2021) and the final step of intrusion detection with deep learning (Gupta, et al., 2022). Especially promising is the combination of several models in an ensemble learning approach to detect anomalies (Jaw & Wang, 2021). Oleiwí et al. (2022) proposed in 2022 an approach for intrusion detection with two modified classic algorithms: random forest and support vector machine, achieving an accuracy above 99%.

Recent approaches especially focus on energy efficiency, as multiple AI algorithms for intrusion detection – especially deep learning techniques – require a high computing power. Especially for dynamic systems which require retraining of existing artificial neural networks could be very energy consuming. In summary, integrity monitoring and anomaly detection in upcoming wireless networks will most likely consist of ensemble models of multiple machine learning approaches. One major concern will be to make the utilized algorithms energy efficient to positively impact the trade-off between cost and security.

3.6 Security in the Post-Quantum era

Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) constructs and studies cryptosystems that are secure against both quantum and classical computers. Existing public-key cryptosystems are based on the difficulty of factoring and the difficulty of calculating elliptic curve discrete logarithms, but then, Shor (1994) developed a quantum algorithm which can effectively solve those problems. Hence, proving that quantum computers would eventually be able to break current security systems in a relatively short amount of time.

In recent years, many systems conjectured to resist quantum attacks have been proposed for the replacement of current public-key protocols. This prompted the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to start a standardization process (Chen, et al., 2016), to produce strong quantum cryptographic standards which are
expected to appear in 2024. NIST is well known for standardizing cryptographic algorithms. For instance, the symmetric-key algorithm Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is widely used nowadays, was established by NIST in 2001 after a process like the PQC Standardization (Nechvatal, et al., 2001). The PQC algorithms established by NIST are expected to be adopted in most use cases around the world.

At the time of writing, NIST has already completed three rounds in the selection process and has already selected four algorithms to be standardized, one public-key encryption algorithm and three digital signature algorithms. There are four additional algorithms, all for public-key encryption, that will go through the fourth round and any of them can be standardized. More details on the algorithms can be found in (Alagic, et al., 2022).

As wireless communication becomes increasingly important and use cases getting diverse more than ever, the security aspect becomes crucial. PQC needs to be considered in future generations and incorporated in their architectures. In addition, further investigations regarding the most suitable algorithm for wireless communication among those that will be standardized need to be conducted.

4. Discussion and Evaluation of 6G-enabling Technologies

The development of the Sixth Generation Wireless Systems will not rely on a specific technology, but rather on different aspects, each associated with individual strengths and weaknesses. Yet, as already indicated, they cover a wide range of topics, from Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces to Wireless Optical Communication to Post-Quantum Security. To still provide a statement about the suitability and usability of the applications in possible use-cases, several Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are to be defined, on the basis of which an evaluation can be carried out. However, these KPIs only represent a high-level overview and have to be fine-tuned to be finer-grained and more specific in further work:

- **Detection**: This refers to an assessment of the extent to which the technology can contribute to the detection of attackers and intruders.
- **Prevention**: The ability to stop intruders from stealing or altering information of the legitimate communication link.
- **Cost**: Total cost of a system including the initial setup/purchase and continuous cost like energy consumption.
- **Applicability**: For a widespread application, it is necessary that the system does not affect the performance and functionality of the communication link.
- **Usability**: Describes how practicable a technology is (especially in daily use).
- **State of development**: This KPI evaluates the subjective state of research regarding the topic. Especially many open challenges will result in a low evaluation.

4.1 (Sub)THz communication

The usage of higher frequency ranges offers advantages, especially with regard to the possible data rate and the applicability in combination with localisation, but also entails disadvantages such as higher susceptibility to interference. Nevertheless, it remains a broadcast system rendering it difficult to detect attackers and intruders. However, tighter beams allow for narrower band communication and can make eavesdropping more difficult. Another limiting factor can be the communication itself: The usage of higher frequencies is associated with high path losses and low coverage in the range of only a few meters. Thereby, this limits the accessibility, does not allow long-range communication and indicates at least the need for expensive communication hardware. In addition, various materials and molecules have their absorption resonance in the range of this frequency space, leading to high spreading losses. Even for short communication distances between the THz links sensitive user information are needed and must be shared across the wireless system, for instance, user’s localization, device orientation, mobile patterns, and surrounding environments up to blockages because of LOS requirements.

(Singh & Sicker, 2020) therefore talked about the “Gap of THz” communication and the lack of efficient and cheap THz signal generators as well as receivers. They propose to use existing and developed technologies in the field of imaging/ spectroscopy, which are having increased knowledge, hardware, and detectors related to THz.

4.2 Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces

RISs are a frequently discussed and active field of research. Even though the idea is not completely new, the approach provides advantages, especially when used as a passive element and in terms of sustainability and
GreenICT. These increase the flexibility of the communication system and allow the radio channel to be tailored to the current conditions and needs. However, if the RIS implementations are used in combination with higher frequencies (THz) range, they are offering “raw-power” in terms of transmission rate, but are very inflexible due to the limited transmission range due to high absorption not only by air but also by (moving) obstacles like persons or vehicles. In addition, it is not yet clear how large functional RIS will really be in the end. Their acquisition and construction - especially using PIN diodes - is still very expensive and there are few to no commercial manufacturers on the market. What remains to be observed is the effect once the corresponding meta-materials are available and can be used accordingly.

4.3 Wireless Optical Communication

The approach of using (visible) light for communication is also not entirely new; this technology has been proven and is effective, especially in fibre-optic and photonic systems. Using wireless technology - which is likewise just electromagnetic waves - poses challenges, however, as systems are interfered with by natural light, sunlight and lamps, for example. On the other hand, the systems are not affected by RF signals, which makes a combination with them attractive. For security applications: visible light is already blocked by simple walls, in contrast to RF signals, which complicates eavesdropping and at the same time increases the probability of detecting an attacker. Moreover, the technology and the use of for instance lasers are well researched and open source systems already exist for the utilization and simple implementation.

4.4 Localisation & Sensing

Joint Communication and Sensing offers promising possibilities, particularly in combination with high frequencies in the THz range and the associated accuracy in the sub-centimetre range, although the above-mentioned effects and disadvantages of THz must be taken into account. In combination with the possibility of tight beams and beam-steering, JCAS offers the opportunity of targeted communication and thereby minimizing jamming, spoofing and eavesdropping, as the directions of the attackers can be localized and avoided. In addition, it is a technology that requires either no or very few additional hardware, but rather is to be integrated into existing communication systems, making it a by-product. This reduces costs, which in turn makes it more attractive for industrial applications.

4.5 Link Integrity Monitoring and Anomaly Detection

Monitoring and verifying the integrity of network nodes in operation is an essential component of network security and cyber resilience. By monitoring anomalies, suspicious events in networks are detected and appropriate countermeasures such as re-routing, shifting of resources or shutdown are made possible. By integrating methods of artificial intelligence, which only require appropriate computing power, these systems can be operated at rather low costs, but provide important and essential information about the status of a network. With appropriate configuration, many of these systems are quite applicable, but can be strongly enhanced with appropriate expert knowledge.

Table 1: Key performance indicators for the enabling Technologies discussed, related to security applications. (The evaluation of the different approaches is indicated as positively (+) / average (o) / below average (-). If current research is not feasible yet to give a convincing indication, the topic is marked as under investigation (UI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(sub)THz communication</th>
<th>RIS</th>
<th>WOC</th>
<th>Localization &amp; Sensing</th>
<th>Link Integrity Monitoring &amp; Anomaly Detection</th>
<th>Post-Quantum Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of Development</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Post-Quantum Security

Developments in quantum communications are a sword of Damocles hanging over the current security landscape. Experts often postulate that breakthroughs in quantum technology will have a massive impact on existing cryptographic methods, as they can be broken in a fraction of the time it used to take. However, these developments i) are currently not available and ii) there are also ambitions for quantum security applications such as quantum tokens. Nevertheless, it is certainly sensible to rely on quantum safe solutions such as Physical Layer Security (at least as complement/extension and additional factor), as these are not based on computational complexity but rather on inherent secrets and characteristics.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The work discusses the ideas and directions emerging in the current development of the Sixth Generation Wireless Systems, being worked on in different research directions. Thereby, starting from expectations of applications such as Holographic-Type Communication, Tactile Internet, Augmented-/Virtual- and Extended Reality, (Medical) Digital Twins and the (industrial) metaverse in general, technologies have been identified in order to satisfy them. Because these applications not only transfer much more business-sensitive information, but also personal data and data requiring special protection. The security requirements are perhaps higher than ever before. For this purpose, the 6G-enabling technologies were not just described in this work, but their influence and impact on security and security applications have been discussed as well.

All of the technologies discussed have a direct impact on security, but are at different stages of development. Reconfigurable Intelligent Surfaces, for instance, are a frequently discussed topic within the research community (even if the idea is not that new) and a lot of time and resources are being invested right now. Although these are rather expensive to produce (particularly the PIN diodes), and it is currently assumed that larger surfaces will be required (in the direction of the walls of the houses), which remains open for discussion. However, since a lot of research is being done in this field right now, it is worthwhile to focus on security requirements as well and to consider these fundamental aspects. Generally speaking, this is the major advantage of the current stage of development: 6G is still in the development phase, with the first steps toward standardization not being taken before roughly 2025. Right now, fundamental aspects such as Security-as-a-Service, Security-by-Design and the trend towards Post-Quantum Security can be taken into consideration within the development. It is essential to raise awareness and to already create broad acceptance, not only among the scientific community, but also among future applicants, not only for technology 6G, but also and above all for the methods of Artificial Intelligence. After all, this is where a significant amount of work will be required and where is potential for further research: trusted AI and trustworthy AI.
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